Abstract. Practical implementation of digital feedback (DF) for
Introduction
International standards specify sinusoidal magnetising conditions for measurement of magnetic properties of soft magnetic materials [1] [2] [3] . At high excitations the specimen exhibits strongly non-linear behaviour which produces distorted output signal if uncontrolled.
The concept of negative feedback loop is fundamental in general control theory (Fig. 1a) . The operating point is controlled by reference signal (V ref ) supplied to the positive input of the summing point (error detector). The controlled object produces output signal (V out ), which is inverted and connected back to the summing point (negative feedback).
As a result, the output can be controlled even if the object is non-linear and other disturbances are present, like noise or environmental factors [4, 5] . Functionality of the summing point can be also accomplished by using an operational amplifier [6] (Fig. 1b) , which is suitable for waveshape control in magnetising systems [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The waveforms in Fig. 2 were recorded with an analogue feedback circuit based on OP177 (Fig. 1b) [12] . It should be noted that the distortion in V out occurs after the peak current and results from bandwidth not power limitations. Even though closed-loop bandwidth is specified as 0.4 MHz the limitations of available voltage swing begin to develop as low as 3 kHz [12] , thus the distortion occurs at the fastest slope of the magnetising current. Fig.2 . Signals recorded for a toroidal sample of grain-oriented electrical steel, magnetised at 1.55 T and 50 Hz, form factor of V out diverged by 0.99%; only half-cycle is shown for clarity Analogue circuits are sometimes preferred in magnetic measurements but they can also act in highly undesirable ways [13] . For instance, Barkhausen noise activity could be partially suppressed by the real-time action of analogue feedback [9] .
Digital feedback (DF) is thought to be more robust especially from the viewpoint of self-oscillations [4] and nowadays it is ubiquitous in magnetic measurements [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . However, multiple papers on the subject of DF typically do not report sufficient implementation of details. The aim of this paper is to provide such practical information so that the DF can be executed in any programming language.
Digital feedback (DF)
The concept of DF closely follows that of the analogue feedback (Fig. 1) . The output waveform is compared with the reference waveform and an appropriate correction is applied to the generated waveform in order to reduce any discrepancy. However, DF cannot be implemented in real time for excitation at power frequencies, as this would require extraordinary high processing speed, not commonly available. Still, for most magnetic measurements real-time operation is not required and full and stable control can be achieved iteratively. The process is somewhat akin to demagnetisation, but applied in the reverse order: the waveforms start from lower amplitude (or zero) and are gradually increased to the target waveform, through all intermediate values (Fig. 3) . The algorithm dwells at each amplitude for one or more cycles with magnetising current generated continuously (Fig. 4 ). Before the algorithm starts (0 th iteration) the output waveform is zero (generation not started yet) so the difference is equal to 100% of the reference waveform (Fig. 5a ). This difference is added with some DF gain g < 1 to the digital output waveform and generated.
After the initial 0 th iteration there is some output waveform produced but it can be far from the target waveform, due to both g < 1 and nonlinearity of the system (Fig. 5b) . In the subsequent iterations the procedure is repeated: acquire, calculate difference, adjust, generate, and so on. With each iteration the controlled signal gets closer to the target waveform. For a linear system the target could be theoretically achieved in just one iteration by setting g = 1. But in reality there are no ideally linear systems so g < 1 should be set in order to prevent instabilities. For instance, electrical steels have higher permeability at 1.2 T than at 0.1 T. If this is not taken into account then g > 1 can result at some amplitudes of excitation which will inevitably lead to oscillations. Oscillations should be avoided, because they would cause overshooting the target point, and for correct measurements the amplitude should be monotonically increased as required by the international standards [2, 3] . Otherwise the sample cannot be treated as demagnetised anymore around the point of interest.
The type of operation shown in Fig. 5 is synonymous with a proportional controller. However, the consequence of g < 1 is that the error diminishes exponentially. With each iteration the difference is reduced, but also each applied correction is smaller than the previous. Theoretically it would take infinitely long time to reach 0% error. But in reality the error does not have to be zero, but just smaller than some predefined value e.g. 0.1% and small amplitude corrections can be introduced in the software (for example aiming for a slightly higher amplitude). This makes the convergence time finite and acceptable in practice [19] .
DF algorithm can be summarised as shown in the block diagram in Fig. 6 . The notation T (bold font) means that the variable is an analogue or digital waveform, whereas T peak (normal font) denotes just a single value, peak in this case. The algorithm shown in Fig. 6 should be self-explanatory and can be implemented with the corresponding block diagram shown in Fig. 7 . The diagrams in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 do not include one information critical for correct DF operation. Namely, proper phase information must be maintained for all the signals (Fig. 8 ).
Triggering
For a given target measurement point, the ideal target waveform T (produced just virtually in the software) is kept constant in amplitude and phase. Therefore, the natural approach is to trigger the controlled real waveform V out (synonymous with the digitised waveform R) to have the same phase as the target waveform T. Then the difference waveform D can be calculated by a direct subtraction of R from T in step 3 ( Fig. 6) .
In a general case there will be a phase shift between the generated and the controlled signal (Fig. 8) . The generated signal V gen has the zero crossings at different points than the triggered signal V out . This is important because if R (synonymous with V out ) is always triggered then its phase will by definition be the same as that of T. But the generated signal V gen needs to have its phase shifted accordingly (Fig. 8) . It turns out that the phase of the digital waveform G held in the buffer for generation might not be directly related to the actual phase of the physical generated signal V out [22, 23] .
If the phase correlation between the physical voltages cannot be derived from just the digital information inside the software then it will be required to re-measure the justgenerated waveform V gen . This can be achieved by simply connecting the same signal to the power amplifier input as well as simultaneously to another analogue input (Fig. 7) . Then, the previous iteration waveform G i-1 in step 6 (Fig. 6 ) becomes the remeasured voltage waveform of V gen . This completely defines the phase information for all the signals relevant to DF, because T has the arbitrarily set phase, R is triggered to have the same phase as T and G is re-measured with the actual phase difference between R and G.
The action of re-measuring V gen can also introduce minute gain error which is insignificant for DF stability, but can be a nuisance for high-precision convergence. For instance, DF will drive all the signals to very close vicinity of the target value (e.g. B peak error < 0.5%) but will be incapable of getting any closer, for infinitely long time. This arises because the analogue output and input channels can introduce small amplitude errors [23] so the acquired V gen will numerically differ by small amount from the generated V gen . Small static and/or dynamic amplitude corrections might be required for each input range in such a case.
Small jitter due to finite sampling frequency can be eliminated by precise post-triggering [24] .
System gain and feedback gain
It was mentioned above that the value of DF gain g should be set to less than unity so under all conditions g < 1. However, the multiplier k in Fig. 6 is not synonymous with the total gain g of DF, and in a general case k ≠ g.
There are several stages of signal processing, some of which are not immediately obvious from the block diagrams in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . Some of the values might be difficult to define, e.g. in the case of power amplifier with manually adjustable gain.
However, the system gain can be estimated from signal amplitudes. With the DF disabled, some low amplitude sinusoidal signal G (converted to the physical signal V gen ) should be generated, so that the sample is not magnetised above the "knee" in the B-H curve. The signal V out from the sample measured back as R will also have shape close to sinusoidal. The system gain s can be then estimated from the peak values as s ≈ R peak / G peak . The overall DF gain is therefore g ≈ k · s and thus the value of k (Fig. 6) should be set as k ≤ g / s. The values estimated in this way can be kept constant from quasi-linear to near saturation excitation.
As shown in step 3 (Fig. 6) , the difference waveform D is calculated as absolute (in volts) with respect to the peak of the target waveform T. For example, if the system gain was s = 1 then also k =1 could be set in DF, because the input and output voltages of DF would be equal (in the linear operating region). So both the difference D and the correction C can be expressed in volts, and C can be added directly to G in order to produce the new, corrected G.
For any different s value the factor k is responsible for scaling the correction waveform to appropriate amplitude in volts. For ensuring g ≤ 1 it should be set that k ≤ 1 / s.
The same functionality can be achieved if the differences are calculated not as absolute but relative. Equations in Fig. 6 should be modified accordingly to match the units.
It should be stressed that for stable DF operation the value of k must be set correctly for each configuration of the system: changed gain of the power amplifier, turn ratio of the isolating transformer, turn ratio of test windings N 2 /N 1 , value of the shunt resistor, etc. Apparatus like Epstein frame or single sheet tester have fixed internal turn ratio, but for a toroidal sample number of turns can vary, and thus the k value must be set accordingly.
Universal feedback
DF convergence can be accelerated significantly in a number of ways [17] [18] [19] 25] . Such methods can be very effective, with as few as just three iterations sufficient for full waveshape control [25] . The main functionality of DF is based on a proportional controller, and the integral and derivative terms can be added as well (PID controller). Even such techniques like artificial neural networks [21] or evolutionary algorithms were utilised [26] .
However, such methods are not universal. Any DF using a number of coefficients like the values of resistance and inductance of the primary winding [17] or relying on identification of other additional parameters [18] requires adjustment of all these parameters for each magnetising configuration they are applied to, and perhaps even just for a new sample with much stronger non-linearity, because otherwise there is a risk of instability.
In practical applications of DF it is usually sufficient to rely just on the action of the proportional controller, without sophisticated acceleration. This makes DF converge slower, but it can be applied in a truly universal way, without complex adjustment procedures, to a plethora of various magnetising systems: toroidal sample, Epstein frame, single strip tester, rotational yoke, etc. Such universal operation was also demonstrated in [19] where just the proportional action was used. It is only required to change the easily identifiable k value to avoid oscillations.
The control of shape of flux density (B) or induced voltage (dB/dt) is synonymous, because if one is controlled precisely so is the other due to their strict mathematical relationship. However, control based on dB/dt (voltage) is more precise because distortions are exaggerated for higher harmonics. Larger relative difference produces larger correction which speeds up convergence. There is also an additional benefit of improved phase margin (discussed below), because B lags exactly 90° behind dB/dt.
Proportional-control DF can be used directly for stable control of very complex waveshapes emulating PWM waveforms [19] . For controlling the H waveform [20] the target T must be replaced by an appropriately scaled waveform, and controlled will be some signal proportional to H, e.g. voltage drop across a shunt resistor or an integrated signal from an H-coil. Hence, k must be set to a value which ensures proportionality between the units of A/m and V of the generated voltage V gen . All other DF components can remain unchanged.
Current glitches
Operation of DF is based on a single cycle of waveforms (Fig. 8) . In a general case the data held in the digital buffers for G, and thus for the generated signal V gen will not start from zero, but it might have phase as shown in Fig. 8 .
Continuous generation of waveform is carried out automatically by low-level software and hardware, which repeatedly re-generates analogue voltage from the digital buffer. However, after DF completes an iteration, the output buffer is loaded with some new data, automatically generated. If the new buffer has different amplitude then a sudden glitch or "jump" in the signal will appear (Fig. 9) . Such behaviour is clearly visible in a real current waveform in Fig. 4 , where the buffer is updated just before the peak value of the waveform. The vertical arrows indicate the time instants when the output buffer is updated and the hardware instantly starts generating new data, with visibly higher amplitude.
The amplitude of such glitches is directly proportional to the size of the applied correction. In the worst case, g = 1 could mean 100% jump. In magnetic measurements such sudden jumps should be avoided, so the overall gain of DF should be set to a value significantly lower than unity, even though many iterations would be executed for convergence. But such approach minimises the amplitude of such current jumps and improves reproducibility of measurements. This is the primary reason why DF acceleration should be avoided, because such techniques increase the correction of initial steps so that the target waveform is achieved in fewer steps.
It should be remembered that the fact that current jumps might still occur even if they are not present in the acquired digital waveforms. If acquisition takes place somewhere within the interval of "continuous generation" (Fig. 4) then the waveform would not contain any current jumps, so the user might be unaware of it. It is therefore necessary to investigate the signals by independent methods, e.g. by a standalone oscilloscope.
Another practical problem is auto-ranging of analogue input channels. If not executed properly clipping might occur which would disturb DF operation, further exacerbated by acceleration techniques. Fig.9 . Explanation of the mechanism behind current glitches
Convergence
The condition of achieving the target operating point can be automatically "judged" for example by measuring three quantities simultaneously: form factor error (FF error), total harmonic distortion (THD) and peak flux density error (B peak error), although in practice THD and B peak error suffice, and the FF error is just measured for compliance with the standards.
The convergence curves shown in Fig. 10 were recorded for a toroidal sample of grade M4 (conventional) grain-oriented electrical steel magnetised at 50 Hz from zero to 1.9 T (without intermediate steps). The corresponding waveforms are shown in Fig. 11 . The gain was set to g = 1 with controlled sinusoidal voltage (target criteria: FF error < 0.2%, THD < 1%, B peak error < 0.1%). Convergence took 1342 iterations and 106 s.
However, B peak error was reduced to < 3% within first 10 iterations. Therefore, it would be better to start DF with much lower gain (e.g. g < 0.1, or lower) so that the initial convergence is slower with smaller current jumps, and increase to g = 1 after B peak error < 3%. Fig.11 . Data measured at controlled sinusoidal 1.9T (also Fig. 10) With the isolating transformer disconnected, the system gain changed, so that k had to be changed as well to keep g < 1 (in this case it corresponded to k = 0.035). The difference in convergence was remarkable because it took only 68 iterations (6 s) to converge.
The comparison between V gen waveforms for cases with isolating transformer and without it is shown in Fig. 12 (other signals were the same as previously, so are not repeated). It should be noted that the amplitude of the V gen signal is around 10 times greater for the configuration with isolating transformer. 
System phase and amplitude characteristics
Full analysis of phase shift effects is beyond the scope of this paper. However, any feedback (analogue or digital) requires certain minimum phase margin for stable operation [4, 5] . For example, a phase delay of 180° would constitute positive feedback (uncontrollable).
Phase and gain characteristics of three typical experimental configurations were measured from 1 Hz to 40 kHz (Fig. 13) , between the fundamental harmonics of the generated V gen and controlled V out (see also Fig. 8) .
The system gain varied from 0.30 to 28 (at 50 Hz), which is around a factor of 100. Yet, it was sufficient just to change the k value to obtain stable operation in all cases. The case s = 7.3 took the longest to converge at high excitation.
As evident from Fig. 13 , the phase reaches the highest delay from all curves, and phase delay above 45° becomes increasingly difficult to control, especially that the gain characteristics droops by a factor greater than 10 at 2.5 kHz (highest controlled harmonic in this case).
As mentioned above, direct coupling of power amplifier with the sample resulted with very fast convergence. Such behaviour is supported by the phase and gain characteristics from Fig. 13 -both green curves remain closest to 0° phase or constant gain for all harmonics. It should be emphasized that if the system phase characteristics exhibits excessive phase delay then in general it will also be unstable for non-proportional controllers. And conversely, even high resistance in the current path will be acceptable with an appropriate phase margin.
Multi-channel feedback
Two or three magnetising phases might be employed in rotational magnetisation measurements [19] . In such apparatus a separate DF channel would be used for each phase. The channels are magnetically inter-coupled to some degree in the sample, affecting each other signals. But each DF channel sees the other channel as disturbance which will be suppressed by the feedback action. There is no special need to cater for such mutual coupling and correct DF operation can be achieved just by using multiple, independent channels with proportional controllers [16, 19] , even for highly anisotropic materials (strong nonlinearity) [27] .
However, the phase information must be preserved for all signals, but only one "master" signal can be used for triggering, with all other signals having phases relative to it (for instance signal for channel x or phase A). Multiple V gen signals must be re-measured (Fig. 7) , one for each channel.
Instability protection
A random external signal glitch might cause incorrect trigger. Also, it will be enough to incorrectly set k to a wrong value to produce uncontrolled and dangerous oscillations, which could instantly demand full power from the amplifier.
Such situation can easily arise and thus DF should be protected at least digitally (see "unstable" in Fig. 6 ). In practice setting the criterion to THD < 100% in protection is quite useful. Such value indicates large distortion, but usually still small enough for safe operation. Another criterion could be the amplitude of calculated G, just before generation. If this exceeds certain value the operation should stop automatically.
Before generation, the output waveform G should be filtered with an "ideal" low-pass filter. The signal can be subjected to Fourier transform, all harmonics above cut-off frequency set to zero, and then re-assembled by inverse Fourier transform. This limits the active harmonics spectrum for DF which improves stability and convergence [19] . Care must be taken to set the cut-off frequency high enough (e.g. 50 harmonics) because otherwise the insufficiently controlled higher harmonics will appear as small ripple in the signals [20] . Measured signals must not be filtered.
Summary
The components of the main digital feedback algorithm presented here are used in several magnetic measurement laboratories, and personally by the author at: Wolfson Centre for Magnetics at Cardiff University and Megger Instruments Ltd in the United Kingdom, as well as by others in Poland and Italy.
The digital feedback algorithm was tested with several magnetising systems: Epstein frame, single strip tester, toroidal sample.
The author employed such feedback in his studies of rotational magnetisation, which required simultaneous control of two feedback channels. Also a controlled threephase magnetisation of a transformer was demonstrated.
Various materials were tested, from electrical steels through soft ferrites to nanocrystalline cores, at frequencies from at least 0.5 Hz to 100 kHz.
The controlled waveforms can be sinusoidal, triangular, trapezoidal, pulse-width modulated or any other shape which can be represented by a bandwidth with sufficient phase and gain margin for the hardware system. Therefore, the digital feedback algorithm presented in this paper were proven to be sufficient for universal operation under various practical dynamic (AC) conditions encountered in magnetic measurement laboratories.
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